The Clear Image Editor is a software application that facilitates on-screen viewing of the effects of spot coating when printing using the Canon Clear Toner on the imagePRESS C1+. It also offers a 3-D viewing application that lets users rotate the printed piece under directional lighting in a simulated virtual space so that the user can view the coating effects from all angles prior to printing.
Prior to this software, previewing spot coating effects was either difficult or simply not possible. With Clear Image Editor, imagePRESS C1+ users are now able to evaluate the spot coating effects before committing their design to print, thus saving time and money. In addition, the software helps simplify the application of clear toner for all, including the novice user.

Clear Image Editor for imagePRESS C1+ can help all businesses embrace the exciting possibilities of clear coat printing—effortlessly.

### Key Features and Benefits

**Software design** makes the application and evaluation of the clear toner simple enough for even novice users. This helps decrease the learning curve and increase productivity.

**Streamlined workflow and ease of use** mean faster job turnaround and higher productivity for all skill levels.

**Predesigned patterned templates** and simple input of **user-created patterns** allow effortless application of clear-toner overlay. Changing from one template to another is a breeze, saving valuable time.

**A 3-D viewing application** lets users rotate the printed piece under directional lighting in a simulated virtual space to preview the coating effect from all angles. This helps eliminate consumables waste, making it better for the environment and your budget!

### Clear Image Editor Specifications  
(minimum requirements)

**Operating System**
- Microsoft® Windows Vista® (32-bit and 64-bit*)
- Microsoft Windows® 7 (32-bit and 64-bit*)

**CPU**
- Processor: 1.6GHz or higher (2.0GHz dual core or higher recommended)
- Memory: 1GB or more (2GB or more recommended)

**Graphics Card**
- Intel: 2nd generation Core i Series or later
- ATI (AMD): Radeon HD 2000 Series or later
- NVIDIA: GeForce 8 Series or later

**Print Server**
- imagePRESS Server Q2 v2
- imagePRESS Server T1 v2

---

*C Clear Image Editor operates in 32-bit mode even in 64-bit operating systems.
**A graphics processor and graphics driver environment that supports OpenGL 3.0 or later is required to use the 3-D Viewer.
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